I. Choose the correct answers. Circle on letter.

1. I have learned the poem________.
   A) from memory  B) by the heart  C) in the memory  D) by heart

2. Do you really believe _______ ghosts?
   A) in  B) for  C) on  D) about

3. John was caught by the police, but Tom managed to ____________.
   A) give up  B) get away  C) hold up  D) go off

4. Kate is pretty, but not so pretty _______ Jenny.
   A) like  B) so  C) as  D) than

5. When Susan ____________ dinner, she dropped a plate.
   A) had been cooking  B) has been cooking  C) is cooking  D) was cooking

6. What would you have done if you __________ the monster?
   A) have seen  B) had seen  C) saw  D) would see

7. I’ll give you a ring before I ________________ for London.
   A) will leave  B) leave  C) left  D) will have left

8. Peter is researching ________________
   A) the life of Picasso  B) life of Picasso  C) Picasso life  D) the Picasso’s life

9. The man in the blue Mazda warned me ________________ take this parking space.
   A) don’t  B) not  C) not to  D) I don’t

10. “Mary, listen! ________________ yesterday?”
    A) Who do you think did I meet  B) What do you think who I met
       C) Who do you think I met  D) What do you think who did I meet

11. The hologram ________________ by a Hungarian scientist, Gábor Dénes.
    A) invented  B) was invented  C) had been invented  D) has invented

12. English ________________ all over the world.
    A) is speaking  B) is spoken  C) is spoke  D) are spoken

13. The vacationers arrived ________________ England at six am.
    A) on  B) to  C) in  D) at

14. Is the young man with beard _______ husband?
    A) your sisters’  B) your sister's  C) your sister  D) your sister his

15. If you had locked the back door properly, the robbers ____________ into the house.
    A) would not break  B) should not break
       C) should not have break  D) would not have broken

16. My friends prefer ________________ TV to ________________ books.
    A) to watch ... read  B) watching ... reading  C) watch ... read  D) watch ... reading

17. I can play ________________ guitar and my son plays ________________ drum.
    A) the .... the  B) - ....... –  C) the ..... –  D) - ... the

18. You________________ walk on the grass in the park. It's forbidden.
    A) shouldn't  B) mustn't  C) may not  D) might not

19. When Simon arrived at the disco, Liza________________.
    A) already left  B) has already left  C) had already left  D) have left
20 The museum was empty. There______________________ there.
   A) wasn't nobody       B) was anybody       C) was nobody       D) was somebody
21 Tim and Tony weren't tired and nor ______________________I.
   A) weren't              B) wasn't           C) were              D) was
22 It's no use ______________________ to her. She doesn't listen.
   A) to speak             B) spoke           C) speaking         D) spoken
23 Let's go to the cinema, ______________________
   A) don't we?            B) let us?          C) shall we?        D) will we?
24 „__________ a cheese sandwich?” „It's 50 p.”
   A) What costs          B) What is         C) How much costs    D) How much is
25 I’m mad with her, she ____________________ so late!
   A) never comes          B) always comes    C) has always come    D) is always coming

II. Complete the story using the given words. Write the correct letters into the grid. (grid = rács)

   A) was able                 B) hand          C) hammer        D) temper        E) sorry
   F) scar                    G) father        H) discovered   I) control      J) didn't

There once was a little boy who had a bad 1_____________. His father gave him a bag of nails and told him
that every time he lost his temper, he must 2______________ a nail into the back of the fence.
The first day, the boy had driven 37 nails into the fence. Over the next few weeks, as he learned to
3______________ his anger, the number of nails hammered daily gradually dwindled down. He
4______________ it was easier to hold his temper than to drive those nails into the fence.
Finally the day came when the boy 5______________ lose his temper at all. He told his 6______________ about it
and the father suggested that the boy now pull out one nail for each day that he 7______________ to hold
his temper. The days passed and the boy was finally able to tell his father that all the nails were gone.
The father took his son by the 8______________ and led him to the fence. He said, "You have done well,
my son, but look at the holes in the fence. The fence will never be the same. When you say things in anger,
they leave a 9______________ just like this one. You can put a knife in a man and draw it out. It won't
matter how many times you say I'm 10______________. The wound is still there."

III. Match the words to their definitions. Write the correct letters into the grid.

   A) bank                       1) a place that sells medicines
   B) restaurant                 2) a place that cuts hair
   C) gas station                3) a place that sells food
   D) salon/barber              4) a place that sells flowers
   E) grocery store             5) a big building that contains multiple stores
   F) pharmacy                  6) a place where you can eat prepared food
   G) company                   7) a place that sells gasoline
   H) laboratory                8) a place that does business
   I) florist                   9) a place where financial transactions are done
   J) mall                      10) a place where scientific work is done
IV. Complete the sentence using the word that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole. Write the letters into the grid.

1. The rope is hard to cut because it is so ______.
   A) new    B) weak    C) sad    D) thick

2. The food tastes ______. It was prepared by ______ chef.
   A) great - an excellent    B) delicious - a bad    C) terrible - a good    D) bad - an excellent

3. Mary and Laura are ______ because they have the same father and mother.
   A) women    B) friends    C) sisters    D) men

4. After she completed the hard exercise class, Angie felt ______.
   A) strange    B) disobedient    C) tired    D) old

5. After working on it for days, Xavier finally finished the ______ puzzle. It was hard.
   A) easy    B) difficult    C) dangerous    D) wise

6. Elephants are ______. Ants are ______.
   A) big - large    B) small - big    C) tiny - small    D) huge - tiny

7. John got very ______ because Marcy broke his toy.
   A) hungry    B) upset    C) sleepy    D) slow

8. Although Margo tries to be on time for her class, she still arrives ______.
   A) late    B) great    C) silly    D) noisy

9. The ______ recipe has ______ ingredients.
   A) simple - a lot    B) difficult - few    C) complicated - many    D) sweet - bitter

10. When I said the correct answer, the teacher told me that I was ______.
    A) right    B) wrong    C) bad    D) close
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V. Analogies. Choose the word on the right that best expresses a relationship similar to that of the original pair as in the example. Write the letters into the grid.

1. ROSE : FLOWER    HAMMER:  A) car    B) tool    C) job    D) instrument
2. WHEEL : CAR    TOE:  A) shoe    B) hand    C) leg    D) foot
3. MOP : CLEAN    STOVE:  A) burn    B) eat    C) start    D) cook
4. DRUM : INSTRUMENT    SOFA:  A) chair    B) bed    C) furniture    D) home
5. EARLY : LATE    NEAR:  A) far    B) fast    C) well    D) often
6. UMBRELLA : RAIN    SUNSCREEN:  A) wind    B) sun    C) dirt    D) air
7. CHESS : GAME    LIPSTICK:  A) dance    B) makeup    C) tool    D) lip
8. STUPID : CLEVER    BOLD:  A) lazy    B) quick    C) timid    D) sly
9. WALL : ROOM    KNEE:  A) leg    B) foot    C) car    D) ball
10. APRIL : MAY    SPRING:  A) Four    B) Tuesday    C) summer    D) dinner
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VI. The paragraphs of the story are mixed up. Write the letters into the grid in correct order.

A) As soon as the hunter came, she fell on his knees and begged, "Sir! Please make a nice bed of leaves for me and my husband and then kill me first and then my husband and you can have a nice feast."

B) But the doe remained steadfast next to him and waited for the hunter to come. She was very devoted to her husband.

C) Moral: Great love can achieve anything.

D) One day, the stag was caught in the trap of a hunter and the doe was very frightened as was the stag. All the friends of the stag left him.

E) Once upon a time there was a fine stag who ruled a herd of deer in a forest and it had a beautiful wife. The doe was very devoted to her husband and helped him in all matters of life.

F) The hunter was so amazed and surprised by her love that he went to first free the stag before he prepared the bed of leaves, and in a split second, the stag and the doe ran after being free.

VII. Read the Crystal Cruises advertisement then decide whether the statements below are true or false. Write TRUE or FALSE in the grid.

Come and sail on a Crystal Cruise ship. We have three ships: The Crystal Queen, The Crystal Princess, The Crystal Palace. Come and sail in luxury on cruises around the Caribbean Sea for 7 or 14 days. Our seven-day cruise costs $2000 and our two-week cruise is $3500.

A typical one week cruise
Day One - departure from Miami
Day Three - near Haiti
Day Five - free day in Barbados
Day Seven - travel to Caracas, Venezuela

Day Two - free day in Nassau, in The Bahamas
Day Four - visit Puerto Rico and Antigua
Day Six - free day in Port of Spain, Trinidad
Day Eight - fly home.

All food and drink is included in the price of your cruise (except for alcoholic drinks). Our cruise ships all have a casino, a cinema, a five-star restaurant, a theatre, a library and a fully equipped gymnasium. If you prefer to go on a cruise in another part of the world, we also organize cruises in the Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean. Our ships carry over 2000 passengers and we have nearly 600 crew members. So come on board today for the holiday of a lifetime! Call immediately: 020-4455832

Statements:
1. Your cruise starts in The Bahamas.
2. You have a free day in Antigua.
3. You can go on a cruise for two weeks.
4. There are three different ships in the Crystal Cruises company.
5. There is a cinema on board each ship.
6. The cruise finishes in a different country.
7. You can keep fit while you are on board the cruise ship.
8. The company only does cruises in the Caribbean.